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Abstract. Various Internet applications involve multiple parties and usually adopt
a one-to-many communication paradigm (multicast). The presence of multiple re-
ceivers in a multicast session rises the problem of inter-receiver fairness. Trans-
mitting with a rate which matches the slowest receiver will limit the through-
put of other receivers and thus their satisfaction. A multi-rate mechanism where
the receivers are distributed into subgroups with similar capacities, can improve
the inter-receiver fairness for multicast sessions. In this paper, we deal with the
problem of receivers partitioning and propose a simple algorithm based on the
receivers RTT variations where an explicit estimation of the receivers capacities
is avoided. Our partitioning algorithm, although simple, performs an on-the-fly
partitioning depending on the receivers’ feedback. We show that our partitioning
algorithm approximates and in many cases, achieves the optimal solution with a
minimum computation effort.
1 Introduction
Various Internet applications involve multiple parties and usually adopt a one-to-many
communication paradigm (multicast). The presence of multiple receivers in a multi-
cast session rises the problem of inter-receiver fairness. Transmitting with a rate which
matches the slowest receiver will limit the throughput of other receivers and thus their
satisfaction. A multi-rate mechanism can improve the inter-receiver fairness for multi-
cast sessions. The main advantage of a multi-rate scheme is that receivers with different
needs can be served at a rate closer to their needs rather than having to match the speed
of the slowest receiver. In a multi-rate session, the multicast source can transmit at dif-
ferent rates to different receivers either through a hierarchical scheme (layering) [1,6,7]
or a replicated scheme (destination set grouping, DSG) [5]. In layered multicast, each
receiver controls the rate at which it receives the data, usually by using multiple mul-
ticast groups. The receivers join and leave groups depending on their path congestion
state so the amount of data being received is always appropriate. Layering schemes
provide more economical bandwidth usage than DSG schemes, however layering is
more complicated and requires efficient hierarchical encoding/decoding algorithms and
synchronization among different layers.
In both layered and replicated schemes, an explicit or an implicit partitioning of
the receivers among subgroups is required. This partitioning is performed so that the
receivers satisfaction is maximized. Receivers satisfaction can be quantified using a
utility function as the ones proposed in [3,8]. Determining the optimal grouping for a
multicast session is a difficult problem. In [5], the authors propose a number of grouping
heuristics that are guidelines for a multicast source to make its splitting decisions. The
authors in [8] consider the optimal partitioning of receivers into groups for multi-rate
schemes. They formulated, for a general class of utility function, the partitioning prob-
lem as an optimization problem to maximize the sum of receiver utilities. They present
a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the partitioning problem, and proved that
the solution it finds is optimal. Both of the previous partitioning algorithms require the
knowledge of the isolated1 rates of the different receivers which are not easily obtained
in the current Internet. Jiang et al. proposed in [4] a special (two-group) DSG protocol
to be deployed in the Internet. They proposed a mechanism based on the experienced
losses by a receiver to estimate its isolated rate. This mechanism can be used in loss tol-
erant applications; however the aim of our work is to be able to perform a partitioning
in the context of fully reliable multicast applications where we privilege a conservative
approach where losses are to be avoided as much as possible.
In this paper we propose a new partitioning algorithm based on the receivers RTT
variations instead of their isolated rates. In this context we propose an other formulation
of the utility function using the RTT variations instead of the isolated rates. Our par-
titioning algorithm, although simple, performs an on-the-fly partitioning depending on
the receivers’ feedback. Our algorithm approximates and in many cases, achieves the
optimal solution without using complex computations. For instance, in [2], a computa-
tion is performed on every candidate solution before choosing the one that maximizes
the receivers satisfaction. The dynamic programming algorithm proposed in [8] requires
less computation effort but still be complex. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. Our new formulation for the utility function is proposed in section 2. The
description of our partitioning algorithm with a study of some of its properties are pro-
vided in section 3. Some simulation results are presented in section 4 and section 5
concludes.
2 Utility Function
In a multicast session, the satisfaction of a receiver   can be quantified using a util-
ity function (or a receiver fairness measure) that maps the reception rate of the re-
ceiver to a fairness value normalized to the range   	
  . Authors in [3,4] proposed 	   "!#$%   as a fairness function, where % and  are respectively
the isolated rate and the    receiver’s reception rate. This utility function has a value
of 1 if the reception rate equals the receiver isolated rate, non-decreasing in the range
 & 	  and non-increasing in the range  ' )(* . This utility function assumes that the
isolated rates of the different receivers are known. We propose an other expression of
the utility function using the RTT variation experienced by the receiver as a response to
a given transmission rate. The RTT variation is a measure which can be easily obtained
in the Internet using a ping-like mechanism.
1 The isolated rate [3] is the rate that a receiver would obtain if unconstrained by the other
receivers in the group, assuming max-min link sharing.
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Fig. 1. (a) Queue length variation. (b) The inter-receiver fairness as a function of the relative RTT
variation.
For the purpose of defining the utility function, we consider the case of one receiver
with % as the isolated rate. Let  be the transmission rate of the sender in bits/s. When
the transmission rate exceeds the bottleneck rate, a queue of packets will build up within
the connection. We suppose that the receiver sends periodically (every  seconds) a
probing packet toward the source in order to estimate its RTT to the source. Let  ! 
be this queue size in packets at time  and "#%    ! %$  '&   !  be the positive or
negative variation in the queue length during a given time period  upon the reception of
the subsequent probing packet (figure 1a). Noting by ( the packet size, the queue builds
up when *)   during  with "#	  +&      ( . The RTT variation experienced
by the connection during the last  period, "-,'  "# %( '   -&     '  giving"/.,	  0&   '  where "/.,   "1,    can be seen as the relative RTT variation
experienced by receiver    . We can write 
'    $ "/.,  and the individual receiver
utility can be expressed as a function of the relative RTT variation as follows (figure
1b):
   
2 335476*895: if ";., =< 
 $ "/.,  if ";., =>  &     (1)
We note that the utility function is not defined2 for "?., =@A&  which corresponds to
a negative reception rate ( 1@  ). The receiver that experiences a positive RTT variation
could experience losses since its reception rate is greater than its isolated rate. In the
case of a negative RTT variation, the receiver will be unsatisfied since it has more band-
width resources. In a similar way to [3], we define the utility function of a single-rate
multicast session as the weighted sum of the individual utility values of receivers in the
session:
  CBAD FE 3G     subject to B G    and G 0>     IH  
	   KJ
where J is the number of the receivers in the multicast session. A multi-rate multicast
session consists of one or more subgroups split from an original multicast session. The
session utility function in this case is defined as the summation of the utility values
obtained by all multicast subgroups, using the single-rate utility measure in each sub-
group. More specifically, if a multicast session of receivers L%  3   NM	     NO+P is split
into Q subgroups LSR 3 IRTM
 	  URTV1P with different transmission rates W 3 KWXM	  	5WXV ,
2 The interested reader can refer to [10] for more details.
then
  W 3 KW M  	  KW V   B V E 3 B D FE 3 G       W   , subject to B   G     andG   >  &   . We have B  J   where J  is the number of the receivers in sub-
group R  .     W   and G   are respectively the utility function and the weight associ-
ated to the H th receiver of the  th subgroup. Since we are concerned by a fully reliable
multicast, the transmission rate W  for the receivers in subgroup R  has to match the
minimum rate of the subgroup isolated rates, i.e. 	

 W    &  	
3 Partitioning Algorithm
Given a set of receivers L%  3    M 	 	    O P with isolated rates  3 @  M @ 	  @  O ,
the problem consists in splitting this set of receivers into Q subgroups ( Q is less than a
maximum number R ) to make a partition   L  3 	 	  V 3 P of the receivers so
that the overall session utility is maximized. We aim to determine the optimal solution
or at least an approximated one (without prior knowledge of the number of subgroups)
such that the global receivers utility is greater than a given threshold. Our partitioning
algorithm is based on the RTT variation experienced by every receiver and is executed
on-the-fly while the source is increasing its rate. The source begins sending packets at
a specific minimum rate and increases its rate as long as it does not receive a feedback
indicating a relative RTT variation greater than a given threshold . (algorithm 1). The
aim of algorithm 1 is to partition the receivers among subgroups of “similar” capacities.
Initially,   is the set of all the receivers. The source periodically checks if any receiver
from   experienced a " ., greater than a given threshold  ; if so   is split up into two
subgroups  3  L%   >  U" .,  ) P and      &  3 . Only feedbacks from  
are considered by the source for the purpose of next splittings. The source will continue
increasing its rate and would if necessary, split   again into two groups   and  M . The
splitting process will continue until R subgroups have already been built or the  is no
more “split-able” (with only one element or members of  have similar capacities).
3.1 The Convergence Criteria
One of the most important convergence criterion of the algorithm is the fact that   is
no more split-able. Here we demonstrate that the sufficient condition for   to be no
longer split-able is (as stated in algorithm 1):
	 @    >   $ "?.,  473 $ " .,  <   (2)
For this purpose, we first consider two consecutive3 receivers    and    473 with
isolated rates   @   473 . Let ! be the multiplicative factor by which the source rate
could be multiplied at every period. Suppose that at a given time the two receivers
belong to the same group, this means that none of their RTT variations is greater than
the  threshold: " .,   +&    '  @  and " .,  473  1&   4 3 '  4 3 @  . At the
3 we consider two receivers "$# and "% as consecutive (in this order) if their corresponding
isolated rates &'# and &(% satisfies &)#+*,&(% and -
./0&213*4&'#+*,&(% or &'#+*,&(%5*4&21 .
Algorithm 1 Partitioning Algorithm. Input:  , a set of receivers. Output: a partitionL  TQ & 	  	 M   3 P where Q  R
Require:  and  *	 *
 
the source rate &  & #    "% /! "/$#%#%# /&  , the set of all the receivers'  
Periodically,
if ()/ " %+*   such that ,
- % . then #    "% * / /0,1
- %!.     32  #'  '54 
if ()/ "% * / such that ,
- %!
 then
decrease &
else
increase &
end if
end if
until
'  6 or 7   7) 8 or -9 *	 / " %!*   / :<;>=? :@BA:<;=? DC 
next period the source rate becomes !  rather than  . Receivers    and    473 will no
longer continue to be in the same subgroup if their new relative RTT variations .,  4 and., 4 473 , satisfy: " .,  4  #&      )  and " ., 4 4 3  #&   473  '  473 @  . Hence
  $     @ ! 1@   $     473 and   '  473 @ $     $     which is the necessary
condition so that the two receivers do not belong to the same group according to our
partitioning algorithm. Consequently, the sufficient condition for the two receivers to
belong to the same group is that the ratio of their isolated rates is greater or equals
 , i.e.   '  473 <  . Since the isolated rates are not available, using the relative RTT
variation instead, the sufficient condition becomes:
	 > 
   & 
    473   $ "?.,
 473
 $ " .,  <   (3)
Algorithm 1 converges if R groups are already constructed or when the remaining re-
ceivers (i.e. those in   ) have so similar capacities such that a split is no more possible.
This depends on the  and  parameters as stated by condition (2), which is a gen-
eralization of (3) for every two consecutive receivers in  (assuming of course thatE  E )  ).
3.2 Lower Bound Guarantee on the Utility Function
We present here an interesting feature of our partitioning algorithm which consists
in assuring a lower bound on the resulting utility value depending on the algorithm
parameters. We consider one subgroup R       	  UQ containing the receivers
   3     M 	 	    D  with isolated rates   3 @   M @ 	  @   D  . The reception rate
of the R  ’s receivers is W            3 . Without loss of generality, we putG     ' 0	 H)  , where  is the number of receivers in the whole multi-rate multicast
session. The overall session utility satisfies4:
  W 3 5W M   	 KW V  < 
V 
 E 3
 &  D 
 &   (4)
This last relation (4) is very interesting since it provides a lower bound on the session
utility function independently of the isolated rates distribution. It is quite obvious that if
we want to have a higher utility value, we have to choose a higher  . It is worth noting
that the number of subgroups is proportional to this parameter.
3.3 Numerical Results
For numerical results about the lower bound guarantees on the utility function, we con-
sider the particular case when the number of receivers in each subgroup is the same i.e.
	 KJ     Q . In this case, inequation (4) becomes:
  W 3 5WXM	 	 5WXV  < Q   & 
OUV
 &     D  (5)
Figures 2a,b,c plot the minimum utility value (
   D ) as a function of the number ofthe built subgroups for 12 and 48 receivers and for different values of the  parameter
( & &   & & and   ). Figure 2a shows for     , a minimum utility of 0.8 with
just 2 subgroups which corresponds to 80% of the maximum utility achieved with a
partition of one receiver per subgroup. For 48 receivers with     , only 4 subgroups
are sufficient to achieve a minimum utility of 80%. Figure 2c shows the minimum util-
ity as a function of the number of subgroups for different numbers of the receivers
(     ). We can see that for 6 receivers the minimum utility is at least 80% which
increases with the number of subgroups. For 48 receivers, we need approximately 3 and
10 subgroups to assure a minimum utility of 50% and 80% respectively. Increasing the
number of receivers increases the required number of subgroups to achieve a minimum
receivers satisfaction. An other observation is that increasing the number of subgroups
improves the utility value. Figures 2d,e plot the utility gain as a function of the number
of subgroups for 12 and 48 receivers respectively. We can see that for 12 receivers and
    , with two subgroups we already have a gain of 160% and with 4 subgroups,
the gain is about 210%. We can note that independently of  , the gain does not increase
significantly when increasing the number of subgroups. For instance (figure 2e), with 5
subgroups we can achieve a gain of 2 for   &  . If we double the number of subgroups
from 5 to 10, the gain is only improved by 0.1.
4 Simulation Results
In order to get an insight into the proposed partitioning algorithm, simulations are per-
formed and for a given number of receivers, the isolated rates are randomly generated
4 For the demonstration, refer to [10]
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Fig. 2. Lower bound on the session utility (a) 12 receivers, (b) 48 receivers, (c)    9#  , varying
the number of the receivers. Utility gain (d) 12 receivers, (e) 48 receivers
following a uniform distribution with different parameters. Our partitioning algorithm
is then applied on the resulting set of generated rates and this process is repeated for
different values of  . A large number of simulations are performed for every set of pa-
rameters in order to get stable results. For every simulation, the number of subgroups
built is recorded with the corresponding utility value.
4.1 Comparing with the Optimal Solution
In this section, we are comparing the performances of our partitioning algorithm to
those of an algorithm that produces the optimal solution. The optimal algorithm con-
sists in computing for each possible partition the corresponding utility value. Then the
minimum utility value is saved in order to be compared with the utility achieved by
our partitioning algorithm. A large number (about 1500) of simulations have been per-
formed on two sets of rates. The first set consist in rates generated following a uniform
distribution between 5 and 10. The second set presents a higher degree of heterogeneity
with a uniform distribution between 5 and 55. We have limited ourselves to a partition
of only two subgroups.
Figure 3a shows that for the first set of trials, 35% of the trials achieved the optimal
solution (this corresponds to the box centered in 0). The three other boxes correspond to
the percentage of trials for which the obtained utility is 95%, 90% and 85% of the opti-
mal solution. An interesting remark is that all the obtained utility values are at least 85%.
The results of increasing the heterogeneity (the second set of simulations) are shown in
figure 3b. In this case, the partitioning algorithm gives a larger range of utility values.
The reason is mainly the fact that our splitting is performed on-the-fly and setting the
maximum number of subgroups to 2 limits the performance of the algorithm. Actually
the algorithm could take the decision to split the original set of receivers without having
an accurate estimation of the capacity of the remaining receivers. This behavior depends
on the  parameter which has to be well chosen to reflect the heterogeneity degree. Fig-
ure 3c is an other way to compare the two sets of simulations for which the cumulative
percentage of success is plotted as a function of the decreasing degree of approxima-
bility to the optimal solution. We have at least 35% and 9% of trials with the optimal
solution for the first and second sets respectively. All of the trials achieve at least 80%
and 55% of the optimal utility value for the first and second set of simulations.
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Fig. 3. Solution optimality. Uniform distribution between (a) 5 and 10, (b) 5 and 55. (c) compar-
ison of the two sets of results.
4.2 Varying the number of subgroups
All the figures of this section show the different points that correspond to the resulting
pairs of utility value (or the utility gain) and the number of subgroups. The utility gain
is computed using the case where there is only one subgroup as a reference. The curves
of figure 4a1 and figure 4a2 show the results of the execution of our algorithm with
12 receivers for which the isolated rates are uniformly distributed between 5 and 10.
Figure 4a1 confirms the numerical results. The minimum utility according to figure 2a
is 0.4 and 4a1 shows a minimum utility value of approximately 0.6. We can also see
that with only 2 subgroups we can achieve a mean utility of 0.9. In figure 4a2, we can
see the influence of increasing the number of subgroups. We note that with 2 subgroups,
we can increase the receivers’ satisfaction by 25%. Increasing the number of subgroups
beyond 3 does not increase significantly the receivers’ satisfaction (a maximum gain of
1.4 instead of 1.3 with 10 subgroups!). We have similar results for 48 receivers (figure
4b1-b2).
Figure 5 presents the results of having more heterogeneous receivers whose iso-
lated rates are uniformly distributed between 5 and 55. Compared to the first set, with
the same number of subgroups, we note that the utility value decreases due to the higher
heterogeneity degree. However, we still achieve 0.8 with only 3 subgroups for 12 re-
ceivers and with 8 subgroups for 48 receivers. Once again, increasing the number of
subgroups beyond a given threshold does not provide significant improvements. We
can conclude that independently of the receivers heterogeneity degree, we do not need
to increase the number of subgroups beyond a given threshold which is proportional to
the receivers heterogeneity degree.
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Fig. 4. Utility and utility gain for receivers’ isolated rates distributed uniformly between 5 and
10. (a) 12 receivers, (b) 48 receivers.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simple partitioning algorithm which does not require the
knowledge of the receivers’ isolated rates. Our algorithm performs an on-the-fly parti-
tioning algorithm as soon as it receives feedback from the receivers. The knowledge of
the RTT variation experienced by every receiver is required but there is no assumption
on how the RTT variations are measured (therefore a simple ping method is suitable).
The partitioning algorithm can be used by a multi-rate protocol (with a layered or repli-
cated scheme) in order to adapt its number of layers or rates so that the global receivers’
satisfaction is improved. One of the nice features of our algorithm is that it assured a
minimum utility value depending on the value of  . We have shown that our algorithm
converges, or at least approximates the optimal solution with a minimum computation
effort. A future direction will consist in a deeper study of our algorithm in order to know
how its parameters can be chosen according to the receiver’s heterogeneity degree.
In this paper, we did not consider the partitioning dynamics due to space limitation.
We suppose that the algorithm converges rapidly so that the initial partitioning is not
disturbed by receivers changing their isolated rates. After the initial partitioning was
performed, if any receiver experienced a RTT variation such that
E " ., E ) . for a suffi-
ciently long period, then a decision to move this receiver to a lower or a higher subgroup
could be taken. Moreover, we have considered that the source executes the partitioning
algorithm. In order to be more scalable, solutions with routers contribution seem to be
very promising. We studied the possibility of executing the partitioning algorithm by
the routers instead of the source. In this case if we choose a replicated scheme, for the
implementation of our approach, we can distribute the data replication burden among
some receivers instead of overwhelming the source [9].
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Fig. 5. Utility and utility gain for receivers’ isolated rates distributed uniformly between 5 and
55. (a) 12 receivers, (b) 48 receivers.
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